6 Photophysics of hexafluorobenzene
6.1 Introduction
Fluorine atom substitution in the Bz ring leads to a stabilization of the σ orbitals which
consist mostly the fluorine orbitals. In a more general context this phenomenon is known
as perfluoro eﬀect in the literature [1]. Several experimental and theoretical studies on
neutral FBz molecules have appeared in the literature over the past decades [2–24], a
detailed understanding of the spectroscopic and dynamical properties of their electronic
excited states is still missing. Despite this, some detailed theoretical studies attempting
to understand these properties of neutral FBzs and their radical cations have appeared in
the recent past [25–31]. In continuation to earlier works of this group on MFBz, o-DFBz,
m-DFBz, PFBz [25,26] and TFBz+ [30] we attempt here to investigate the structure and
dynamics of the energetically low-lying electronic states of HFBz by quantum mechanical
methods. Like the parent Bz, HFBz also belongs to the D6h symmetry point group at its
equilibrium geometry. Because of high symmetry like Bz, many optical transitions are
electric-dipole forbidden in HFBz also. Vibronic interaction is an important mechanism
that causes a symmetry mixing and allows optically dark transitions. This statement
dates back to the work of Sponer et al. , in which the optically dark transition of Bz was
reported [32] for the first time. Furthermore, because of high symmetry, many of the
low-lying electronic states of these molecules are orbitally degenerate and prone to the
JT distortion [33]. The latter introduces a rich variety of vibronic coupling mechanisms
which are fundamentally important in the spectroscopic and dynamical properties of
these polyatomic molecular systems.
Spectroscopic [9, 13] and photophysical [5, 7] studies on FBz molecules have revealed
that the features of the electronic absorption and emission bands and lifetimes of fluorescence emission strongly depends on the number of substituted fluorine atoms. For
example, C6 Fn with n ≤ 4 exhibit structured S1 ← S0 absorption band, large quantum yield and nanosecond lifetime of fluorescence. On the other hand, C6 Fn with n=5
and 6 exhibit structureless S1 ← S0 absorption band [9, 13], low quantum yield [5, 7],
picosecond and nanosecond lifetime of fluorescence emission [16]. Furthermore, a biexponential decay of fluorescence is observed for the latter molecules [16]. Experimental
measurements of Philis et al. [13] revealed that a lowering of D6h symmetry of Bz by
fluorine substitution leads to the appearance of additional bands within 8.0 eV which
do not have a Bz parentage. For example, apart from three singlet-singlet transitions
analogous to the B2u ← A1g , B1u ← A1g and E1u ← A1g transitions in Bz, one additional
band has been observed in MFBz and in o-DFBz in the region of the 1 B1u band [13].
This band is correlate with the 3s (1 E1g ) Rydberg state of Bz molecule [13]. Likewise,
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one additional band has been identified in PFBz and HFBz at ∼5.85 and ∼5.36 eV,
respectively, and is designated as the unassigned C-band [13]. Recent theoretical studies [25, 26] on the FBz molecules have settled the ambiguities over the justification of
the origin of these additional bands and several other issues mentioned above for C6 Fn
with n upto 5. It appears from the work done by Mondal et al. [25, 26] that along
with vibronic coupling, perfluoro eﬀect [1] also plays an important role on the dynamics of the low-lying excited electronic states of these FBz molecules. In case of HFBz
(where all the hydrogen atoms are replaced by fluorine atoms and the perfluoro eﬀect is
expected to have the maximum impact), there exist no clear-cut understanding of the
origin of the additional bands (when compared to Bz) and several anomalous experimental observations about it’s fluorescence lifetime and biexponential decay dynamics
in gas phase absorption spectrum [13]. Furthermore, the additional band (C-band) observed in HFBz, unlike PFBz, exhibits a twin structure and there is no unambiguous
interpretation exists for the observed twin to date.
The lowering of energy of the two lowest πσ ∗ states upon increasing fluorination is
discussed in our previous work [25]. For completeness, we plot in Fig. 6.1, the energy of
the first few electronic states of Bz and HFBz calculated at the equilibrium geometry of
the respective S0 state. The energies are calculated by the EOM-CCSD method using
the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. It can be seen from the diagram that the πσ ∗ state becomes
S2 in case of HFBz. In the latter, two πσ ∗ states are degenerate at the equilibrium
configuration of the S0 state. They represent the two components of the degenerate
1
E1g electronic state of HFBz [25]. These findings are in excellent accord with those of
Philis et al. [13], Motch et al. [20] and Holland et al. [21] but are in contrast to those of
Zgierski et al. [19] and Temps et al. [22]. The lowest πσ ∗ state was found to be the S1
(in PFBz and HFBz) in the latter studies [19, 22].
The absorption bands observed within 8.0 eV for HFBz are highly diﬀuse and exhibit
irregular structures which hardly allow any definitive vibrational assignments. Therefore,
a detail theoretical investigation of the nuclear dynamics is undertaken to understand
the these observations. The complex and diﬀuse nature of the gas phase absorption
spectrum of HFBz [13, 19–22] suggests vibronic coupling among the underlying excited
electronic states which makes an optically dark transition allowed. Such coupling induces
nonadiabatic transitions among diﬀerent electronic states and a mixing of the energy levels of diﬀerent vibronic symmetries. A typical signature of vibronic interactions is the
occurrence of CIs [34, 37–42] of electronic PESs in multi-dimensions. These intersections become the mechanistic bottleneck for ultrafast relaxation and energy transfer
between electronic states [34]. Occurrence of CIs causes a breakdown of the adiabatic
BO approximation [43]. The nonadiabatic coupling terms are singular in the adiabatic
electronic basis. For numerical convenience, a diabatic electronic basis [44] is preferred
in the dynamics study. In the latter basis, the coupling between states is described by
the electronic Hamiltonian and the coupling elements are smooth functions of nuclear
coordinates.
The aim of the present chapter is to understand some of the unresolved issues on
the observed optical absorption spectrum of HFBz and to provide a comparative account on the impact of fluorine atom substitution on the optical absorption spectrum
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Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the energetically low-lying electronic states of Bz and
HFBz. The adiabatic electronic energies are calculated at the equilibrium
configuration of the respective S0 state. The zero of energy corresponds to
the equilibrium minimum of the S0 state of Bz and HFBz. Further details
of the diagram are given in Sec. 6.2 of the text.

of Bz. This task is accomplished by performing detail ab initio electronic structure calculations and first principles simulations of nuclear dynamics. The electronic structure
calculations for the low-lying electronic states of HFBz are carried out to construct an
appropriate parametrized model vibronic Hamiltonian of HFBz. In this model the PESs
and the coupling surfaces of the relevant electronic states are constructed by calculating
the VEEs with the aid of EOM-CCSD method [45] implemented in MOLPRO suite of
program [46]. The VEEs are calculated along the dimensionless normal displacement
coordinates of all the vibrational modes. The calculated adiabatic energy points are fitted to the theoretical model developed in this chapter. The coupling between diﬀerent
electronic states is taken into consideration in accordance with the symmetry selection
rules [54] and the relative phases of the coupling terms of the Hamiltonian are derived
from group theory considerations analogous to that carried out for the benzene radical
cation (Bz+ ) [35].
On the technical aspects, a time-independent matrix diagonalization approach to treat
the coupled-state nuclear dynamics including all the relevant vibrational modes is beyond
the capability of the present computer hardware. This task is therefore accomplished
with a time-dependent WP propagation approach employing the MCTDH scheme developed at Heidelberg [47–50]. This scheme has been very successful particularly in treating
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the multi-state and multi-mode vibronic coupling problems of large dimension [47–50].
While the final results of this chapter are obtained by this method, comparison calculations are carried out in reduced dimensions by the time-independent matrix diagonalization method in order to arrive at unambiguous assignments (whenever possible) of
the vibronic structure of the observed absorption bands.

6.2 Details of electronic structure calculations
The reference equilibrium geometry of the electronic ground state [S0 (1 A1g )] of HFBz
is optimized by the MP2 theory method employing the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set of Dunning [51]. The Gaussian-03 suite of program [52] is used for this purpose. The optimized
reference equilibrium geometry converged to the D6h symmetry point group. The optimized structural parameters, rC −C = 1.401 angstrom and rC −F = 1.346 angstrom, are
in fair agreement with their experimental values [53] of, 1.391 ± 0.007 angstrom and
1.327 ± 0.007 angstrom, respectively.
Harmonic frequency (ωi ) of the vibrational modes of HFBz is calculated by diagonalizing the kinematic and ab initio force constant matrix of the reference equilibrium
structure. These vibrational frequencies are listed in Table 6.1. The mass-weighted
normal coordinates of the vibrational modes are calculated from the eigenvectors of the
force constant matrix.
√ These are then transformed into their dimensionless form (Qi )
by multiplying with ω i (in a0 ). The fundamental vibrational modes of HFBz belong to
ten degenerate and ten nondegenerate symmetry species of the D6h point group. They
decompose into the following IREPs of this symmetry point group [54]:
Γ = 2a1g (ν1 , ν2 ) ⊕ a2g (ν3 ) ⊕ a2u (ν4 ) ⊕ 2b1u (ν5 , ν6 ) ⊕ 2b2g (ν7 , ν8 ) ⊕ 2b2u (ν9 , ν10 ) ⊕
e1g (ν11 ) ⊕ 3e1u (ν12 , ν13 , ν14 ) ⊕ 4e2g (ν15 , ν16 , ν17 , ν18 ) ⊕ 2e2u (ν19 , ν20 ).
(6.1)
The description of the vibrational modes of Eq. (6.1) is given in Table 6.1 along with
their numbering as proposed by Herzberg [55] and also by Wilson [56].
Adiabatic energies of the low-lying singlet electronic states of HFBz are calculated
ab initio along the dimensionless normal coordinates of the 30 (altogether) vibrational
degrees of freedom. The VEEs of these electronic states are calculated for Qi = ±0.25 and
in the range −3.00 to +3.00 with an increment 0.50, along i th vibrational mode (keeping
others at their equilibrium value) using the EOM-CCSD method as implemented in
MOLPRO program package [46]. Like in our previous studies on FBzs [25,26,30] the augcc-pVDZ basis set is used for the C atoms and the energy-consistent pseudopotentials
of Stuttgart/Cologne group [58] are used for the fluorine atoms.
In order to ensure a reliable basis for using ECPs for fluorine atoms, we have done test
calculations of the VEEs of the low-lying electronic states of HFBz with and without
ECPs. The results are given in Table 6.2. It can be seen that the change in VEE for all
five states is very minor (the average deviation is ∼0.04 eV), indicating the reliability of
ECPs to describe the excited state PESs of HFBz.
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Table 6.1: Description of the vibrational modes of the electronic ground state of HFBz
calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.
Symmetry
a1g
a2g
a2u
b1u
b2g
b2u
e1g
e1u
e2g

e2u

Nomenclature
Herzberg [55]
Wilson [56]
ν1
ν1
ν2
ν2
ν3
ν3
ν4
ν11
ν5
ν12
ν6
ν13
ν7
ν4
ν8
ν5
ν9
ν14
ν10
ν15
ν11
ν10
ν12
ν20
ν13
ν19
ν14
ν18
ν15
ν6
ν16
ν9
ν17
ν8
ν18
ν7
ν19
ν16
ν20
ν17

Vibrational Frequency(ωi /eV)
present
Experiment [57]
0.1874
0.1847
0.0686
0.0693
0.0968
0.0857
0.0261
0.0267
0.1507
0.1640
0.0727
0.0793
0.0577
0.0885
0.0222
0.0309
0.1825
0.1553
0.0341
0.0258
0.0448
0.0459
0.1921
0.1897
0.1236
0.1263-0.1232
0.0387
0.0391
0.2093
0.2052
0.1420
0.1434
0.0541
0.0549
0.0328
0.0327
0.0757
0.0738
0.0169
0.0217

Predominant nature
C-F stretching in-phase
Ring breathing
C-F in-plane bending, in-phase
C-F out-of-plane bending, in-phase
C-F trigonal stretching
C-C-C trigonal bending
C-F out-of-plane trigonal
C-C-C Puckering
C-C stretching (kekule)
C-F in plane trigonal bending
C-F out-of-plane bending
C-C stretching
C-F stretching
C-F in-plane bending
C-C stretching
C-F stretching
C-C-C in-plane bending
C-F in-plane bending
C-C-C out-of-plane
C-F out-of-plane

Table 6.2: Vertical excitation energy (in eV) of the five low-lying four excited singlet
electronic states calculated at the equilibrium geometry of S0 state of HFBz.
State
aug-cc-pVDZ
ECP
1
S1 ( B2u )
5.204
5.168
S2 (1 E1g )
5.617
5.678
1
S3 ( B1u )
6.677
6.646
S4 (1 A2u )
7.456
7.556
1
S5 ( E1u )
7.574
7.542

6.3 The vibronic Hamiltonian and nuclear dynamics
In this section we construct a Hamiltonian in the normal displacement coordinates of
the reference electronic ground state of HFBz in accordance with the symmetry selection
rule. The nuclear dynamics in its excited electronic states is studied subsequently using
this Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian is constructed in a diabatic electronic basis [44].
Within ∼ 8.0 eV excitation energy range signature of five excited singlet electronic
states (viz., S1 1 B2u , S2 1 E1g , S3 1 B1u , S4 1 E1u and S5 1 A2u ) emerged in the experimental
absorption spectrum [13]. The symmetry of these electronic states indicates that the
JT and PJT interactions are the two fundamentally important mechanisms that would
primarily govern the overall shape and the assignment of the electronic absorption bands
of HFBz. With the given symmetry representation of the electronic states and the
vibrational modes, the following rules can be derived from the character table of the D6h
symmetry point group.
The first-order coupling within (intra) and between (inter) electronic states is governed by the selection rules; (Γi )2 ⊃ (Γa1 ) and Γi ⊗ Γj ⊃ Γx , respectively [34]. The
symbol, Γ represents the IREP, i and j are the electronic state indices, a1 represents the
totally symmetric vibrational mode and the symbol, x, represents the symmetry of the
vibrational mode that transforms according to, Γi ⊗ Γx ⊗ Γj ⊃ A1 . Now for the degener-
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ate, 1 E1g (S2 ) and 1 E1u (S4 ) electronic states the symmetrized direct product transforms
into, (E1g )2 = (E1u )2 = a1g + e2g . While the vibrational modes of a1g symmetry can not
split the electronic degeneracy (are condon active), the modes of e2g symmetry can lift
this electronic degeneracy and are JT active. For the rest of the oﬀ-diagonal elements
of the Hamiltonian written below the following symmetry rules apply.
B2u ⊗ E1g
B2u ⊗ B1u
B2u ⊗ E1u
B2u ⊗ A2u
E1g ⊗ B1u
E1g ⊗ E1u
E1g ⊗ A2u
B1u ⊗ E1u
B1u ⊗ A2u
E1u ⊗ A2u

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

e2u (ν19 , ν20 ),
a2g (ν3 ),
e2g (ν15 , ν16 , ν17 , ν18 ),
b1g ,
e2u (ν19 , ν20 ),
e2u (ν19 , ν20 ) + a2u (ν4 ) + a1u ,
e1u (ν12 , ν13 , ν14 ),
e2g (ν15 , ν16 , ν17 , ν18 ),
b2g (ν7 , ν8 ),
e1g (ν11 ).

(6.2a)
(6.2b)
(6.2c)
(6.2d)
(6.2e)
(6.2f)
(6.2g)
(6.2h)
(6.2i)
(6.2j)

According to Eq. (6.1) HFBz does not have any vibrational mode of either b1g or a1u
symmetry. Therefore, the coupling of the electronic states as given in Eqs. (6.2d) and
(6.2f), through these modes do not appear in the electronic Hamiltonian given below.
The relative sign of various elements of the Hamiltonian is determined by explicitly
checking the invariance of the Hamiltonian with respect to the symmetry operations
of the D6h point group, following similar works on Bz and cyclopropane radical cation
[35, 36]. With these considerations the vibronic Hamiltonian can be written as
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In the above, H0 = TN + V0 , represents the Hamiltonian (assumed to be harmonic)
of the reference electronic ground (S0 ) state of HFBz with

TN

1
= −
2i

∑
∈ a1g , a2g , b2g , b2u

∂2
1
ωi 2 −
∂Qi
2i

(

∑

ωi

∈ e2g , e2u , e1g , e1u

∂2
∂2
+
∂Q2ix ∂Q2iy

)
, (6.4)

and
V0 =

1
2i

∑

ωi Q2i +

∈ a1g , a2g , b2g , b2u

1
2i

∑

(
)
ωi Q2ix + Q2iy .

(6.5)

∈ e2g , e2u , e1g , e1u

The quantity 17 is a 7×7 diagonal unit matrix. The nondiagonal matrix Hamiltonian
in Eq. (6.3b) describes the PESs of the excited electronic states of HFBz and their
coupling surfaces. The quantity E j in this matrix is the VEE of the j th electronic state.
The elements of this matrix are expanded in a standard Taylor series around the reference
equilibrium geometry at, Q = 0, in the following way
Uj

=

∑

κji Qi +

i ∈ a1g

1
2

∑

γij Q2i +

i ∈ a1g , a2g , b2g , b2u

1
2

∑

[γij (Q2ix + Q2iy )] +

i ∈ e2g , e2u , e1g , e1u

1 (3) 4
[ζ (Q15x + Q415y )]; j ∈ 1, 3 and 5,
24 15

U jx/jy =

∑
i ∈ a1g

1
2

κji Qi ±
∑

∑

λji Qix +

i ∈ e2g

(6.6a)

1
2

∑

γij Q2i +

i ∈ a1g , a2g , b2g , b2u

[γij (Q2ix + Q2iy )]; j ∈ 2 and 4.

(6.6b)

i ∈ e2g , e2u , e1g , e1u

In above equations the two components of the degenerate states and modes are labeled
with x/y. The quantity κji and λji represents the linear intrastate and interstate (JT)
coupling parameters [34] for the symmetric (a1g ) and degenerate (e2g ) vibrational modes,
respectively, for the j th electronic state. The first-order PJT coupling parameter of the
ith vibrational mode between the electronic states j and k is given by λij−k ; γij and ζij
are the second-order and fourth-order coupling parameters of the ith vibrational mode
for the j th electronic state. The summations run over the normal modes of vibration
of specified symmetry in the index. The + and - sign in Eq. (6.6b) is applicable to
the x and y components of the degenerate state, respectively. A fourth-order term
along the degenerate ν15 vibrational mode is included in Eq. (6.6a), in order to account
for the anharmonicity of the S3 state along this vibrational mode (discussed later in
the text). The VEEs calculated in Sec. 6.2 are fitted to the adiabatic counterpart of
diabatic electronic Hamiltonian of Eq. 6.3 by a least squares procedure to estimate
the parameters of the Hamiltonian defined above. The estimated parameters along the
relevant vibrational modes are given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. A careful inspection of the
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coupling parameters suggests that not all 30 vibrational modes play significant role in the
nuclear dynamics on the electronic states of HFBz considered in this chapter. Therefore,
only the relevant modes having significant coupling strengths are retained in the nuclear
dynamics study presented below. The VEEs of the electronic excited states of HFBz
are given in Table 6.5 along with the theoretical and experimental excitation energies
available from the literature.
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ν1
ν2
ν3
ν4
ν5
ν6
ν7
ν8
ν9
ν10
ν11
ν12
ν13
ν14
ν15
ν16
ν17
ν18
ν19
ν20

Mode
S1
-0.1565 (0.3)
-0.1055 (1.2)

κi
0.0059
-0.0022
-0.0068
-0.0125
-0.0007
-0.0011
-0.0510
-0.0144
0.1514
0.0009
-0.0643
-0.0080
-0.0038
-0.0008
0.0147
-0.0007
-0.0130
-0.0032
-0.0622
-0.0151

γi

0.1490(0.26)
0.0380(0.04)
0.0717(0.88)
0.0309(0.44)

S2
0.0791(0.1)
-0.0517(0.3)

κi or λi
-0.0288
-0.0038
-0.0113
-0.0143
-0.0374
-0.0222
-0.0266
-0.0193
0.0501
-0.0006
0.0301
-0.0610
-0.0199
-0.0096
-0.0167
-0.0285
-0.0119
-0.0027
-0.0575
-0.0090

γi
S3
-0.1357(0.3)
-0.0827(0.7)

κi
0.0038
0.0008
-0.0062
-0.0114
-0.0017
-0.0045
-0.0494
-0.0174
0.0691
0.0004
-0.0749
-0.0131
-0.0045
-0.0013
0.0758
-0.0233
-0.0112
-0.0036
-0.0071
0.0060

γi

0.0672(0.06)
0.0112(0.01)
0.0195(0.06)
0.0075(0.02)

S4
-0.1467(0.3)
-0.0931(0.9)

κi or λi
0.0001
-0.0023
-0.0075
-0.0169
-0.0042
-0.0056
-0.0530
-0.0145
0.0624
-0.0007
-0.1505
-0.0260
-0.0136
-0.0024
0.0476
0.0091
-0.0018
-0.0010
-0.0527
-0.0141

γi
S5
-0.0225(0.0)
-0.0576(0.4)

κi
-0.0587
-0.0085
-0.0143
-0.0063
-0.0212
-0.0174
0.0212
0.00001
0.0139
-0.0058
-0.2649
-0.0359
-0.0218
-0.0037
-0.0310
-0.0274
-0.0115
-0.0081
-0.0338
-0.0134

γi

Mode
ν3
ν7
ν8
ν11
ν12
ν13
ν14
ν15
ν16
ν17
ν18
ν19
ν20
0.1548 (2.10)
0.0619 (6.70)

λi

1,2

1,3

λi
0.0139 (0.01)

0.2003
0.0820
0.0814
0.0326

(0.44)
(0.16)
(1.14)
(0.50)

1,4

λi

0.0626 (6.86)

2,3

λi

0.1110 (0.09)
0.0631 (0.94)

2,5

λi

0.2610
0.0902
0.0470
0.0244

(0.78)
(0.20)
(0.38)
(0.28)

3,4

λi

0.1649 (3.92)
0.0526 (4.01)

3,5

λi

0.1022 (2.60)

4,5

λi

Table 6.4: The interstate coupling parameters (in eV) of the vibronic Hamiltonian of Eq. 6.3 for the S1 1 B2u , S2 1 E1g , S3 1 B1u ,
S4 1 E1u and S5 1 A2u electronic states of HFBz, estimated from the ab initio electronic structure results (see text for
details).

e2u

e2g

e1g
e1u

b2u

b2g

a2g
a2u
b1u

Symmetry
a1g

Table 6.3: Ab initio calculated linear and quadratic coupling constants for the S1 1 B2u , S2 1 E1g , S3 1 B1u , S4 1 E1u and
S5 1 A2u electronic states of HFBz. All data are given in the eV unit.
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6.4 Potential energy surfaces

Table 6.5: Vertical excitation energies (in eV) of the lowest five electronic states of HFBz.
Ref. [11]
Ref. [14]
Ref. [13, 15]
Ref. [20]
Ref. [21] EXPT
Ref. [21] TDDFT
Ref. [19] EXPT
Ref. [19] TD/BP86
Ref. [22] TD/BP86
This work
Adjusted VEEs

e 1 A1g )
S1 (1 B2u ← X
π∗ ← π
4.80
4.70
(4.28)
4.86
4.86
4.91
4.48
4.915
5.025
5.168
5.032

e 1 A1g )
S2 (1 E1g ← X
σ∗ ← π
5.32
5.39
5.72
5.38
5.75
5.38
5.66
5.38
5.05
4.34
4.539
4.641
5.678
5.594

e 1 A1g )
S3 (1 B1u ← X
π∗ ← π
6.36
6.25
6.40
6.39
6.37
5.90
4.90
5.853
6.646
6.776

e 1 A1g )
S4 (1 E1u ← X
π∗ ← π
7.10
7.00
7.11
7.11
7.095
-

e 1 A1g )
S5 (1 A2u ← X
π∗ ← π
7.70
7.70
7.70
-

7.542
7.256

7.556
7.706

6.4 Potential energy surfaces
In this section we examine the topography of the adiabatic PESs of the ground and first
five excited singlet electronic states of HFBz obtained by diagonalizing the electronic
Hamiltonian of the diabatic model developed above. The complex features of the vibronic bands recorded in the experiment [12, 13, 19–22] and the relaxation mechanisms
are governed by the detail topography of these electronic states. One dimensional cuts
of the full dimensional potential energy hypersurfaces of HFBz viewed along the given
vibrational mode keeping others at their equilibrium values at, Q=0, are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. In these figures the solid curves represent the adiabatic potential energy
functions obtained from the model developed in Sec 6.3 and the points superimposed on
them are obtained from ab initio quantum chemical calculations discussed in Sec. 6.2.
In Figs. 6.2(a-b), the potential energies of the S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 and S5 electronic states
(indicated in the panel) are plotted along the symmetric vibrational modes ν1 and ν2 ,
respectively. It can be seen that the model reproduces the calculated ab initio data
extremely well. The degeneracy of the S2 and S4 state remains unperturbed upon distortion along these symmetric vibrational modes. While the crossing of S0 state with S1
seems not very important, the crossing of S1 and S2 electronic states (panel a) appears
to be important for the detailed structure of the first vibronic band. We note that these
states are largely separated in the parent Bz molecule and therefore a structured S1 band
observed for this molecule [13] (cf. Fig. 6.1 drawn at the vertical configuration). The
curve crossing between the S1 and S2 electronic states seen in Fig. 6.2(a) along ν1 leads
to energetically low-lying accessible CIs in multi-dimensions. It is to be noted again
that, the S1 state is of ππ ∗ origin where as, the S2 state is of πσ ∗ type. The schematic
diagram given in Fig. 6.1 reveals that the πσ ∗ state comes down in energy drastically
(compared to the parent Bz molecule) due to perfluoro eﬀect. Now it is intriguing to
note that [cf. Fig. 6.2(a)] S1 and S2 state indeed cross at a distorted (from the reference
equilibrium) geometry of HFBz. A similar situation was encountered in case of PFBz
molecule, although the curve crossing was found at a much larger displacement from
the vertical configuration for this molecule [25, 26]. The S1 and S2 states of HFBz are
coupled (in first-order) through the PJT type of interactions by the vibrational modes
ν19 and ν20 of e2u symmetry (cf. Table 6.4). The two πσ ∗ states become energetically
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Figure 6.2: Adiabatic potential energies of ground and low-lying excited singlet electronic states of HFBz, along the normal coordinates of totally symmetric vibrational modes. The potential energies obtained from the present vibronic
model are shown by the solid lines and the computed ab initio energies are
shown by the asterisks.
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degenerate and form the JT active S2 state of HFBz. Apart from S2 , S4 is also a JT
ative state in HFBz. This state undergoes PJT crossings with the S3 and S5 states as
clearly revealed by the potential energy curves shown in Fig. 6.2(a). In contrast to ν1 ,
the curve crossings are seldom visible along ν2 in Fig. 6.2(b). The near degeneracy of
the S4 and S5 states around the reference equilibrium configuration can be clearly seen
from both the panels (a and b) of Fig. 6.2.
The locus of the degeneracy of the two components of the S2 and also S4 electronic
states defines the seam of the JT CIs within these degenerate electronic states at the
D6h symmetry configuration of HFBz. Including the second-order diagonal coupling
terms of symmetric modes, the energetic minimum on these seams is found at ∼5.64
and ∼7.42 eV for the S2 and S4 electronic state, respectively. The electronic degeneracy
of the S2 and S4 state is split upon distortion along the degenerate (e2g ) vibrational
modes ν15 − ν18 . This leads to a total of seven states altogether to be considered to treat
the nuclear dynamics in the S1 -S2 -S3 -S4 -S5 coupled electronic manifold of HFBz. The
potential energies of these electronic states of HFBz are shown in Figs. 6.3(a-d) along the
x component of the degenerate vibrational modes ν15 − ν18 , respectively. The symmetry
rule forbids a first-order coupling of these vibrational modes in the nondegenerate S1 ,
S3 and S5 electronic states. However, these modes are JT active in first-order in the S2
and S4 electronic states. It can be seen from Fig. 6.3 that, the JT splitting is very small
in the S4 electronic state in contrast to a relatively larger splitting found in the S2 state.
Moreover, the quartic term of the Taylor expansion (Eqs. 6.6a) seems to have significant
role in representing the potential energies of the S3 state, along the vibrational mode of
ν15 . It is well known that the JT distortion causes a symmetry breaking [34,40] and as a
result the new minima on the lower adiabatic sheet of the JT split S2 and S4 states occur
at ∼5.50 and ∼7.41 eV, respectively. The JT stabilization energies amount to ∼0.14
and ∼0.01 eV, respectively, for these two degenerate electronic states in that order.
It is obvious from the potential energy plots given in Figs. 6.3(a) and 6.3(b) (above)
that, apart from the JT interactions within the degenerate electronic states (S2 and
S4 ), curve crossings of the nondegenerate electronic states (S1 , S3 and S5 ) either among
themselves or with the components of the JT split degenerate electronic states also exist.
The latter describes the PJT interactions and the energetic minimum of the seam of S1 S2 PJT CIs is found at ∼ 5.51 eV. This minimum is ∼ 0.13 eV below the seam of JT
CIs within the S2 electronic manifold. The minimum of the S2 -S3 CIs is found at ∼ 1.65
eV above the minimum of the JT CIs within the S2 electronic manifold. This minimum
is ∼ 0.60 eV above the minimum of the S3 electronic state. Likewise, the minimum of
the S3 -S5 and S4 -S5 CIs occurs at ∼ 1.08 and ∼ 0.01 eV above the minimum of the S5
electronic state. We reiterate that the potential energy curves of Fig. 6.3 also confirms
the near degeneracy of the S4 and S5 electronic states around the reference equilibrium
configuration of HFBz. The energetic proximity of the minimum of an intersection seam
to the equilibrium minimum of a state plays very important role in the nuclear dynamics
as discussed below.
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Figure 6.3: Same as in Fig. 6.2, along the dimensionless normal coordinates of the x
component of the degenerate e2g vibrational modes ν15 -ν18 .
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6.5 Electronic absorption spectrum
As stated in the introduction, spectroscopic [9, 13] and photophysical [5, 7] studies have
revealed that C6 Fn with n ≤ 4 exhibits structured S1 ← S0 absorption band where
as,C6 Fn with n=5 and 6 exhibits structureless S1 ← S0 absorption band. It is already
established in our previous work [25,26] that the coupling between S1 state with the rest
of the higher excited states occurs much beyond the energy range of the first electronic
absorption band of MFBz, o-DFBz and m-DFBz molecules. The coupling strength of
the relevant vibrational modes is also very weak [25, 26]. These findings explained the
observed structure in the first absorption band of these molecules. Contrary to this, in
case of PFBz occurrence of low-energy CIs between the S1 and S2 states (due to increased
perfluoro eﬀect) the first absorption band becomes structureless and diﬀuse [25,26]. The
S1 -S2 nonadiabatic coupling in PFBz is also much stronger compared to the other three
molecules mentioned above [25,26]. However, in case of HFBz the present findings reveal
that the energetic minimum of S1 − S2 CIs occurs at further lower energy compared to
PFBz. As a result the seam of S1 − S2 CI is expected to be more readily accessible to
the nuclear motion on the S1 electronic state. Therefore, much profound eﬀect on the
spectral envelope of the first and second absorption bands of HFBz can be expected. In
order to confirm this, we in the present study first construct various reduced dimensional
models and examine the vibrational energy levels of each of these electronic states by
excluding the PJT coupling with their neighbors. These results help us to understand
the role of various vibrational modes and electronic states in the complex vibronic structures of HFBz. The final simulation of nuclear dynamics is, however, carried out by
including all relevant couplings of the Hamiltonian and propagating wave packets using
the MCTDH suite of programs [47–50] to elucidate the nonadiabatic coupling eﬀects on
the spectral envelopes. The theoretical results are finally compared with the available
experimental absorption spectrum of HFBz [13].
The optical absorption spectrum of the uncoupled (without PJT coupling) nondegenerate S1 , S3 and S5 electronic states is shown in panel a, b and c of Fig. 6.4, respectively.
According to the symmetry selection rule, only totally symmetric vibrational modes can
have non-zero first-order (intrastate) coupling in these nondegenerate electronic states.
We therefore considered both linear and quadratic coupling terms due to these modes in
the nuclear dynamics study on these electronic states. The theoretical stick spectrum of
the S1 state (panel a of Fig. 6.4) is obtained by considering a vibrational basis consisting
of 9 and 27 harmonic oscillator functions along ν1 and ν2 vibrational modes, respectively.
The resulting secular matrix is diagonalized using 5000 Lanczos iterations. The theoretical stick spectrum is convoluted with a Lorentzian line shape function of 40 meV
FWHM to generate the spectral envelope. The same convolution procedure is applied
to all later stick data presented in this chapter. The vibronic structure of uncoupled S1
electronic state (panel a) reveals peak spacings corresponding to the frequencies of ν1
and ν2 vibrations of ∼0.1328 and ∼0.0664 eV, respectively. The dominant progression
is formed by the ν2 vibrational mode. Similarly, the spectra of the S3 and S5 states
presented in panels b and c are obtained by diagonalizing the secular matrix employing
5000 Lanczos iterations using 9 and 27 harmonic oscillator functions for S3 and 10 and
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40 harmonic oscillator functions for S5 electronic state, respectively along the ν1 and ν2
vibrational modes. The vibrational mode ν2 forms the dominant progression in both
these electronic states. Peak spacings of ∼ 0.0694 and ∼ 0.0600 eV corresponding to the
frequency of this mode can be extracted from the spectrum of the S3 (panel b) and S5
(panel c) electronic states, respectively. The vibrational mode ν1 is very weakly excited
in all these nondegenerate electronic states.
While the totally symmetric (a1g ) vibrational modes are coupled in first-order in the
nondegenerate S1 , S3 and S5 states only, the JT active (e2g ) vibrational modes can have
non-zero first-order coupling in the degenerate S2 and S4 states in addition. Therefore,
all the a1g and e2g vibrational modes are considered to examine the nuclear dynamics in
the latter two electronic states. We note that in absence of PJT and bilinear coupling
terms, the Hamiltonian for the degenerate (S2 and S4 ) electronic state is separable in
terms of the a1g and e2g vibrational modes. Therefore, in the dynamics study the partial
spectrum for the a1g and e2g vibrational modes are calculated separately and finally
convoluted to generate a composite vibronic band to describe the overall picture. The
vibrational structure of the S2 electronic manifold of HFBz is shown in Fig. 6.5. The
partial spectra due to a1g and e2g vibrational modes and their composite are presented
in panels a, b and c of Fig. 6.5, respectively. The stick spectra presented in Fig. 6.5
and all latter ones shown below are converged with respect to the size of the harmonic
oscillator basis as well as number of Lanczos iterations. The dominant progression in
the band of panel a is caused by the ν2 vibrational mode. Peak spacing of ∼0.0647
eV corresponding to the frequency of the ν2 vibrational mode can be estimated from
the spectrum. Fundamental transition due to ν15 , ν16 and ν18 vibrational modes are
observed in the partial spectrum of the degenerate e2g vibrational modes shown in panel
b. Lines are ∼0.1956, ∼0.0435 and ∼0.0376 eV spaced in energy and correspond to
the frequency of the ν15 , ν16 and ν18 vibrational modes, respectively. The clumping
of spectral lines under each peak and a huge increase of line density indicates strong
JT coupling eﬀects due to the vibrational modes ν15 , ν16 and ν18 , respectively. Such
a coupling leads to the appearance of a long series of resonances corresponding to the
vibrational motion on the lower JT sheet of the S2 electronic manifold for energies below
∼5.6 eV. Similarly for energies above ∼5.6 eV, the upper sheet of S2 electronic manifold
plays a role. Nevertheless, the strong nonadiabatic eﬀects mix the discrete vibrational
levels of upper adiabatic sheet with the quasi-continuum levels of lower adiabatic sheet,
and therefore, the nuclei undergo simultaneous transitions to both sheets of the JT
split PES. The occurrence of higher energy maximum in the spectral envelope of Fig.
6.5(b) is due to metastable resonances of the upper adiabatic cone where as, the lower
energy maximum arises from the lower adiabatic sheet. The broadening mechanism and
the appearance of high energy peaks are just the strong nonadiabatic coupling eﬀects
characteristic for JT intersections [34, 37, 40]. These high energy peaks are referred to
as Slonczewski resonances, and the evidence of these resonances was reported in the
literature for several (E × e)-JT problems [61–63].
Similar spectra of the JT split S4 electronic manifold of HFBz are shown in Figs.
6.6(a-c). The symmetric vibrational modes, ν1 , ν2 , and their combinations form the
progressions (panel a) in this case also. The excitation strength of the ν1 mode is ∼ 3
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Relative Intensity (arbitrary units)

(a)

(b)
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Figure 6.4: S1 1 B2u ← S0 (panel a), S3 1 B1u ← S0 (panel b) and S5 1 A2u ← S0 (panel c)
electronic absorption spectrum (excluding all interstate couplings) of HFBz.
The above spectra are calculated with the symmetric vibrational modes ν1
and ν2 only. The relative intensity (in arbitrary units) is plotted as a function
of the energy of the final electronic state. The zero of the energy corresponds
to the equilibrium minimum of the electronic ground state (S0 ) of HFBz.
The theoretical stick spectrum in each panel is convoluted with a Lorentzian
function of 40 meV FWHM to generate the corresponding spectral envelope.
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Figure 6.5: Same as in Fig. 6.4 for the S2 1 E1g ← S0 electronic transition in HFBz : (a)
partial spectrum computed with the two totally symmetric a1g vibrational
modes ν1 and ν2 , (b) partial spectrum computed with the four JT active
degenerate e2g vibrational modes ν15 -ν18 , and (c) the composite theoretical
spectrum obtained by convoluting the above two partial spectra. The stick
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6.5 Electronic absorption spectrum
times weaker than that of the ν2 mode. The intense lines in panel a are ∼0.1874 and
∼0.0662 eV spaced relative to the band origin and correspond to the frequency of the
ν1 and ν2 vibrational modes, respectively, in the S4 state.
In contrast to the S2 state spectrum of Fig. 6.5(a), the spectrum in Fig 6.6(a) exhibits
an extended progression owing to a relatively larger coupling strength of ν1 and ν2 modes
(cf. Table 6.3) in the S4 state. On the other hand,the spectrum for the JT active e2g
vibrational modes for the S2 state, shown in Fig. 6.5(b), exhibits much more complex
structure compared to that for the S4 state (cf. Fig. 6.6(b)). The complex energy level
structure of Fig. 6.5(b) clearly reveals stronger JT coupling eﬀects in the S2 state and
as a result the composite band of this state (panel c of Fig. 6.5) becomes highly diﬀuse
and structureless. Since the JT eﬀect in the S4 state is extremely weak, the composite
band structure of this state [cf. Fig. 6.6(c)] essentially resembles the symmetric mode
spectrum of Fig. 6.6(a).
While the spectrum of the individual states presented above contains rich information on the excitation of various vibrational modes, their overall structure is far from
the one recorded in the experiment [12, 13, 19–22]. Apart from the JT coupling within
the degenerate electronic states, several other interstate couplings (cf. Table 6.4) are
important and need to be considered to arrive at a satisfying agreement with the experiment [12, 13, 19–22]. The important interstate couplings are discussed in Sec. 6.4 in
terms of the topological characteristics of the adiabatic potential energy surfaces. The
dynamical consequences of these couplings are examined and discussed in the following. Twenty three relevant vibrational modes and all relevant couplings of the vibronic
Hamiltonian of Eqs. (6.2-6.3) are considered for this exercise. Such a consideration leads
to a huge increase of the dimension of the vibronic secular matrix and a diagonalization
of it is numerically impossible with the available computer hardware. We therefore use
the Heidelberg MCTDH suite of program [47–50], and propagate WPs to calculate the
broad band spectrum considering all the required degrees of freedom. The numerical
details of these calculations are given in Table 6.6. We note that, it was necessary to
adjust the vertical excitation energies within the error limit of EOM-CCSD data to reproduce the adiabatic excitation energies at their experimental values [13,20,21]. Apart
from this, no other parameters are adjusted in our theoretical calculations. The adjusted
vertical excitation energies are given in Table 6.5.
Seven calculations are carried out by initially preparing the WP separately on each
component of the S1 -S2 - S3 -S4 -S5 electronic manifold. The WP in each case is propagated
for 200 fs. Numerically converged spectra for the S1 and S2 states obtained from these
calculations are shown in panel c of Fig. 6.7 along with the experimental results in panel
a and b reproduced from Ref. [13] and Ref. [20], respectively. The time autocorrelation
t
function is damped with an exponential function, (e− τ , with τr = 33 fs), prior to its
Fourier transformation to calculate the spectrum. Such a damping is equivalent to a
convolution of the energy spectrum with a Lorentzian lineshape function of 20 meV
FWHM. It can be seen that the theoretical result of panel c is in very good accord
with the old and recent experiments [13, 20, 21]. The structured absorption band of the
uncoupled S1 state (cf. Fig. 6.4(a)) becomes essentially structureless upon considering
its coupling with the other states. The PJT coupling of S1 state with S2 along the ν19
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Figure 6.6: Same as in Fig.6.4 for the S4 1 E1u ← S0 electronic transition in HFBz
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and ν20 vibrational modes [cf. Table 6.4] is very strong. As discussed in Sec. 6.4 the
energetic minimum of the S1 and S2 CIs occurs at lower energy and the seam of CIs
is therefore readily accessible to the nuclear motion on the S1 electronic state. The
intersections of S1 state with S3 , S4 and S5 occur at much higher energies and do not
have any impact on the nuclear dynamics on the S1 state.
The broad band above ∼ 5 eV in Fig. 6.7 represents the vibronic structure of the
JT active S2 state. It can be seen from the spectra plotted in panel b and c of Fig.
6.5 for the S2 state that the JT eﬀect itself is very strong within this state, as a result
a bimodal vibronic band is obtained for this electronic state. The S1 -S2 PJT coupling
further broadens the band structure of this state. The energetic minimum of the S1 S2 curve crossings is very close to the minimum of the JT intersections within the S2
electronic state (cf. Sec. 6.4). The two peaks in the bimodal spectral profile arise from
the two JT split adiabatic electronic sheets of the S2 state. These peaks located at ∼
5.35 and ∼ 5.75 eV and are in excellent accord with their experimental values [cf. Table
6.5 for a detailed comparison].
The third and fourth absorption bands of HFBz obtained with the full Hamiltonian
of Eq. 6.3 are shown in panel b of Fig. 6.8. These bands are formed by the S3 , S4
and S5 electronic states of HFBz. All these states are of ππ ∗ type (cf. Fig.6.1). The
corresponding experimental results are reproduced from Ref. [13] and shown in panel a
of Fig. 6.8. The two curves in panel a emerged from a decomposition of experimental
spectrum [13]. This was done to eliminate the overlapping components and to correctly
estimate the oscillator strengths of the two curves of 1 B1u and 1 E1u Bz parentage [13]. It
can be seen from Fig. 6.8 that theoretical results are in satisfactory agreement with the
low-resolution experimental data. In case of Bz the signature of the 1 A2u state was not
seen distinctly as it was buried within the spectral envelope of the JT active E1u state.
In case of HFBz the 1 A2u state appears vertically at an energy above the JT active 1 E1u
state (cf. Fig. 6.1). As a result the distinct feature seen at an energy beyond ∼ 7.5
eV appears due to the 1 A2u electronic state of HFBz (cf. Fig. 6.8). This feature was
tentatively assigned at ∼7.7 eV in the experimental results (cf. Table 6.5) originating
from this state and the present findings confirms this assignment. It is important to
note that we carried out various two-coupled states calculations in order to confirm the
assignment of the peaks appeared in the broad envelopes of Fig. 6.8(b).
At this point, it is worthwhile to compare the present theoretical results to those available in the literature. The lowering of the πσ ∗ state energy with increasing fluorination
have been predicted by Zgierski et al. [19] and by Studzinski et al. [22] through TDDFT
calculations. Their results show that this πσ ∗ state becomes the lowest excited state in
case of HFBz at the equilibrium geometry of the S0 state. By comparing the features
observed in the fluorescence and absorption spectra of jet cooled PFBz and HFBz with
other FBz derivatives with less number of fluorine atoms Zgierski et al. concluded that
the S1 state of the former molecules deserves a πσ ∗ assignment [19]. This assignment
is also supported by performing TDDFT calculations by Studzinski et al. [22]. However, this assignment diﬀers from that of Motch et al. [20] and Holland et al. [21] who
established with the aid of a combined experimental and computational study that the
LUMO of HFBz is of π ∗ character. The present findings reveal that the lowest πσ ∗ state
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Figure 6.7: Vibronic bands of the S1 -S2 states of HFBz calculated using seven states and
twenty three vibrational modes using MCTDH algorithm with a damping
time of 33 fs. The experimental [13, 20] and theoretical results are shown in
panel a, b and c, respectively. The intensity (in arbitrary unit) is plotted
along the energy (relative to minimum of the 1 A1g state of HFBz) of the
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.7, for S3 -S4 -S5 electronic states of HFBz with a damping time
of 12 fs.
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Table 6.6: Normal mode combinations, sizes of the primitive and the single particle basis
used in the wave packet propagation within the MCTDH framework in the
seven coupled electronic manifold using the complete vibronic Hamiltonian of
Eq. (6.3). Second column denotes the vibrational DOF which are combined
to particles. Third column gives the number of primitive basis functions for
each DOF. Fourth column gives the number of SPFs for each electronic state.
Molecule
Normal modes
Primitive basis
SPF basis
(ν1 , ν18y , ν20y , ν11y )
(8, 6, 10, 4, 6)
[8,25,25,6,6,6,6]
(ν2 , ν16x , ν20x , ν11x , ν12y ) (10, 5, 10, 4, 6)
[9,6,6,6,12,12,6]
HFBz
(ν18x , ν17y , ν19x , ν14x , ν7 ) (6, 8, 10, 4, 6) [18,18,18,25,6,6,18]
(ν17x , ν16y , ν19y , ν14y , ν8 ) (8, 5, 10, 4, 8)
[18,8,8,18,9,9,18]
(ν15x , ν15y , ν3 , ν12x )
(8, 8, 4, 6)
[8,6,6,6,6,6,6]

becomes S2 in HFBz and the assignments of the structure appearing in photoabsorption
spectrum between ∼4.5 and ∼6 eV in the present study [25, 26] are consistent with the
findings of Philis et al. [13], Motch et al. [20] and Holland et al. [21]. It is intriguing to
note that the age old experimental results of Refs. [12, 13] are in very good agreement
with those obtained in the modern experiments [20, 21] and it can be seen form Fig.
6.7 that our theoretical results are in perfect accord with the findings from all these
experiments. In order to reconfirm, we carried out calculations of VEEs using five other
diﬀerent wavefunction based approaches (as possible for this large system) and also using
the TDDFT method. The magnitude of the VEEs diﬀer in each calculations but they
confirm that S1 and S2 states of HFBz is of ππ ∗ and πσ ∗ character, respectively. The
TDDFT calculations using the G03 program package [52] indeed gave a reverse energetic
ordering of these two states as reported in Refs. [19, 22]. To save space and brevity we
do not include here all the test results obtained by us using diﬀerent electronic structure methods. Instead, we note that the electronic structure results employed in this
work oﬀers the best agreement with the experiment for this “large”molecular system.
The detailed analysis carried out here along with the literature results (both theory and
experiments, see Table 6.5) confirm that the S2 state is πσ ∗ in HFBz at the equilibrium
geometry of the S0 state. This state comes down in energy with increasing fluorination
and forms the lowest energy CIs with the S1 state in HFBz. Further support to the
above assignment of the state order arise from a recent experimental and computation
study on perfluorinated oligophenylenes. For these higher homologues of HFBz the S1
state is found to be of ππ ∗ type [64].
Temps et al. have studied ultrafast nonradiative dynamics of electronically excited
HFBz [22]. These authors arrived at the same results as reported by Zgierski et al. [19].
The S1 state was found to be of πσ ∗ type (1 E1g symmetry) through TDDFT calculations
[22]. Four peaks were reported in the optical absorption spectrum of HFBz recorded by
Temps et al. (cf. Fig. 1 of Ref. [22]) in the ∼ 210-280 nm wavelength region. Apparently,
the weakest one appearing at the longest wavelength was assigned to the S1 (1 E1g ) ←
S0 (1 A1g ) transition. This transition is dipole forbidden. The weak absorption and low-
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quantum yield of fluorescence of this optically dark state is attributed to its strong
nonadiabatic coupling with the 1 B2u (S2 ) state of ππ ∗ origin. The next three peaks were
assigned to the S2 (1 B2u ) ← S0 (1 A1g ), S3 (1 B1u ) ← S0 (1 A1g ) and S4 (1 E1u ) ← S0 (1 A1g )
transition, respectively. The present electronic structure and dynamics results reported
in Figs. 6.1, 6.5 and 6.7 diﬀer considerably from this assignment. We reiterate that the S1
state is a ππ ∗ state and NOT a πσ ∗ state at the equilibrium configuration the S0 state of
HFBz (cf. Fig. 6.1). A wave function based approach of quantum chemical calculations,
therefore predicted that the S1 state is of 1 B2u symmetry. Unlike in Ref. [22], the
three peaks observed in the spectrum plotted in the panel c of Fig. 6.7 are assigned to a
transition to the 1 B2u (S1 ) and 1 E1g (S2 ) electronic states of HFBz. The bimodal structure
of the latter band arises due to strong JT splitting of 11 E1g state along the vibrational
modes of e2g symmetry. These assignments are also consistent with the experimental
results of Philis et al. [13], Motch et al. [20] and Holland et al. [21]. The splitting between
the two maxima of the theoretical spectrum of ∼0.40 eV of the S2 1 E1g [cf. Fig. 6.7(c)]
state compares well with it’s experimental value [13].

6.6 Internal conversion dynamics
In order to understand the impact of complex nonadiabatic coupling on the dynamics
of the coupled S1 -S2 -S3 -S4 -S5 excited electronic states, the time-dependence of diabatic
electronic populations is plotted in Fig. 6.9. These electronic populations are obtained
by initially locating the WP on the S1 state, one component of the JT split S2 state,
the S3 state, one component of the JT split S4 state and the S5 state and shown in Fig.
6.9, respectively. It can be seen from panel a of Fig. 6.9 that the electronic population
transfer occurs only to the S2 state when the WP is initially prepared on the S1 state. It
was found in our previous work [26] that the energetic minimum of S1 -S2 CIs decreases
gradually from MFBz to PFBz due to the lowering of S2 state energy by the perfluoro
eﬀect. The present calculations reveal that the minimum of the S1 -S2 CIs in HFBz occurs
at ∼5.51 eV, which is even lower in energy compared to that of PFBz occurring at ∼
6.92 eV (see Table VIII of Ref. [25]). Therefore, the S1 -S2 CI is more readily accessible
to the WP moving on the S1 state of HFBz when compared to PFBz. The initial decay
of the population relates to a nonradiative internal conversion rate of ∼ 153 fs of the S1
state. The femtosecond time-resolved experiment of Temps et al. [22] predicts a decay
rate of ∼ 172 fs of this initially excited state. We reiterate that this state is designated
as πσ ∗ in contrast to our designation as ππ ∗ .
The CIs of S1 state with S3 , S4 and S5 states occur at high energies and these are not
accessible to the WP prepared on the S1 state as clearly indicated by the population
diagram shown in Fig. 6.9. It is discussed above that the S1 -S2 CIs are the bottleneck
underlying the broadening of the S1 ← S0 absorption band in HFBz. The WP initially
prepared on the S2 state moves very fast to the S1 state (panel b). A nonradiative decay
rate of ∼22 fs can be estimated from the population curve of S2 state given in panel b.
It is to be noted from the population diagram of Fig. 6.9, that the population of the
second component of the JT split S2 state also grows in time. However, the population
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Figure 6.9: Time-dependence of diabatic electronic populations in the S1 -S2 -S3 -S4 -S5
coupled state nuclear dynamics of HFBz. The results obtained by initially
locating the WP on the S1 state, one component of the JT split S2 state,
S3 state, one component of the JT split S4 state and S5 state are shown in
panel a-e, respectively.
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growth of the latter state is much slower than that of the S1 state. This indicates that
the S1 -S2 PJT coupling is much stronger than the JT coupling within the S2 electronic
manifold. The electronic structure data given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 are in accord with
these findings. Therefore it is clear that much of the broadening of the spectral envelope
of the S1 and S2 state is caused by the strong S1 -S2 PJT coupling particularly, along the
ν20 vibrational mode of e2u symmetry.

The electron population dynamics becomes more complex and involved when the WP
is initially prepared either on the S3 (panel c), S4 (panel d) or S5 (panel e) electronic
state. In the former case most of the population transfers to S1 state via two consecutive
low-energy S3 -S2 and S2 -S1 CIs. Similarly, when the WP is prepared on the S4 state
the internal conversion to the S3 and S5 states occurs due to strong S4 -S3 and S4 -S5
interstate coupling (cf. Table 6.4). The initial sharp decay of the population of the S3
and S4 states in panels c and d relates to the nonradiative decay rate of ∼67 and ∼28 fs
of these states, respectively. When the WP is prepared on the S5 state, the population
transfers to the S3 and S4 states only. A nonradiative decay rate of ∼110 fs is found for
this state.

A few remarks are in order at this point. The electronic structure and quantum
dynamics results presented above revealed excellent agreement with the experimental
findings. The detailed comparative account on the energetic location of the bands presented in Table 6.5 reveals that the present theoretical results are in perfect accord with
the experimental findings of Frueholz et al. [11,12], Philis et al. [13], Motch et al. [20] and
Holland et al. [21]. Apart from a reverse energetic ordering of the two lowest excited electronic states of HFBz the other observations made in the experiment of Ref. [19, 22] can
very well be understood from the present theoretical results. It is shown that the PJT
coupling between the S1 and S2 states of HFBz is much stronger than the JT coupling
within the S2 electronic state. It is discussed in section 6.4 that the energetic minimum
of the S1 -S2 intersection is near degenerate to the minimum of the S2 state. This energetic minimum of the S2 state occurs at a displaced geometry at Q1 =-0.79, Q2 =0.66,
Q15x =-0.94, Q16x =-0.41, Q17x =-1.99, Q18x =-1.21, Q19x =0.0, Q20x =0.0 from the original
vertical configuration (at Q=0). It can be seen that ∼ 20 % of the electronic population
flows to the S2 state (cf. panel a of Fig.6.9) upon an initial Franck-Condon transition
to the S1 (ππ ∗ ) state. A part of this 20% population trapped in the vicinity of the
minimum of the S2 (πσ ∗ ) state gives rise to fluorescence emission. Since this part is expected to be quite small, extremely low quantum yield of fluorescence is obtained in the
experimental measurements [19]. Also, since this emission occurs from a geometry away
from the vertical configuration (as stated above), overlap of the absorption and emission
band is not observed [19]. Strong S1 -S2 nonadiabatic interaction causes a mixing of the
energetically low-lying vibronic levels of the S2 state with the continuum levels of the S1
state and gives rise to a large spectral width. The relatively weaker JT coupling within
the S2 state also contributes to the spectral broadening as discussed in Sec 6.5 above.
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6.7 summary
A detailed theoretical account of multi-mode JT and PJT interactions in five lowest
excited singlet electronic states of HFBz is presented in this contribution. Extensive
electronic structure calculations are performed to develop a model diabatic vibronic coupling Hamiltonian (Eqs. 6.2-6.6b), and first-principles dynamics calculations are carried
out both via time-independent and time-dependent quantum mechanical methods. The
calculated adiabatic potential energies of five electronic states are parametrized to establish the diabatic vibronic Hamiltonian. Using the constructed Hamiltonian the nuclear
dynamics is systematically studied to reveal impact of electronic nonadiabatic coupling
on the dynamics. The electronic structure data reveal multiple CIs among these excited
electronic states of HFBz. The theoretical findings are found to be in good accord with
the available experimental results.
Several issues regarding the complex vibronic dynamics of HFBz (as compared to Bz)
are addressed and resolved in this chapter. The major findings are the following.
1. The S2 state of HFBz is JT active, two πσ ∗ states are energetically degenerate in this
case. This is not the case for any other fluoro derivatives of Bz with number of fluorine
atoms less than 6.
2. Some of the earlier works [19, 22] predicted that the S1 state is of πσ ∗ type in PFBz
and HFBz. This assignment has been found to be incorrect in the present study. The S1
state is of ππ ∗ type for all FBz molecules. This result is also in accord with the recent
findings in the literature [21].
3. The present assignment of the peaks in the photoabsorption spectrum of HFBz is in
agreement with the experimental results of Philis et al. [13] but is in contradiction with
that of Temps et al. [22].
4. The structureless S1 band of HFBz originates from energetically low-lying CIs of the
S1 and S2 states and very strong PJT coupling among them.
5. The bimodal shape of the second photoabsorption band originates from the orbitally
degenerate JT active 1 E1g electronic state of HFBz. The energetic location of these two
peaks is in good agreement with the experimental results of Philis et al. [13]. The JT
coupling is strong in this electronic state which causes a bimodal shape of the absorption
profile, the PJT coupling of this state with S1 is even stronger which causes this bimodal
spectral profile structureless. We note that this state is optically dark for a transition
from the electronic ground state of HFBz. The absorption profile of this state seen in
the experiment is due to its vibronic coupling with the optically bright S1 state.
6. The JT coupling in the 1 E1u electronic state is far weaker than in the 1 E1g state of
HFBz. The 1 E1g -1 E1u PJT coupling is symmetry allowed and there exist vibrational
modes of appropriate symmetry to cause this coupling. The symmetry invariance of
1
E1g - 1 E1u coupling matrix is studied and the relative phases of the coupling elements
are derived. However, thorough analysis of the electronic structure data reveal negligible
coupling among these degenerate electronic states.
7. The third and forth absorption bands of HFBz are formed by three ππ ∗ type of
orbitals of 1 B1u , 1 E1u and 1 A2u symmetry. Unlike in case of Bz, the signature of the
1
A2u state is clearly seen in the absorption spectrum of HFBz. This state appears at
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∼ 7.7 eV in the experimental spectrum [13] and is in good accord with our theoretical
results.
8. Nonradiative decay rate of ∼ 153 fs and ∼ 22 fs is found for the S1 and S2 state,
respectively. Electronic population transfer occurs to the S1 state via S3 -S2 and S3 -S1
CIs when the S3 state is initially populated. Likewise, nonradiative electron population
transfer occurs to the S3 , S5 and S3 , S4 states when the S4 and S5 states are initially
populated, respectively. These nonradiative transfer of electron populations relate to
decay rate of ∼ 67, 28 and 110 fs, respectively, of the S3 , S4 and S5 electronic states of
HFBz.

6.8 Appendix: Symmetry analysis of E1g − E1u JT and
PJT Hamiltonian
The symmetry invariance of the vibronic Hamiltonian of Bz+ discussed by Köppel and
coworkers has been found to be applicable in case of HFBz also as both the systems
belong to D6h symmetry point group. In this appendix we examine the symmetry
invariance of the E1g − E1u PJT coupling block of the vibronic Hamiltonian of Eq.
6.3b. Since HFBz belongs to same D6h symmetry point group as Bz+ , the JT coupling
matrix derived for the E1g and E1u states in Ref. [35] is applicable to those states of
HFBz also. The D6h symmetry point group can be represented as D6h = D6 ⊗i; Where i
represents the inversion operation. Like Bz+ the latter operation is trivial for HFBz also.
The principal rotation axis Cϕ can be 2, 3 and 6 fold. The other symmetry operations
are E, C2′ and C2′′ . It is stated in the introduction that the symmetry rule allows the
vibrational modes of e2u , a2u and a1u to be PJT active in first-order in the E1g − E1u
coupled electronic manifold. Considering only the linear coupling terms the following
analysis can be made.
A coupled Hamiltonian in the E1g and E1u electronic function spaces can be represented in terms of the electronic projection operators. Let the kets |x1 ⟩, |y1 ⟩ and |x2 ⟩,
|y2 ⟩ and the corresponding bras represent the first and second rows/columns of the E1g
and E1u representation matrices as given in Ref. [35]. Let us also denote the components
of the degenerate vibrational modes by Qx and Qy . The following transformations hold.
First we will derive the vibronic Hamiltonian for JT active E1g and E1u electronic
states.
Cϕ

[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |] −→ [cos2 (ϕ) − sin2 (ϕ)][|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]
+(2cos(ϕ)sin(ϕ))[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]
= cos(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]
+sin(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |]

(A1)
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Cϕ

|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | −→ −2cos(ϕ)sin(ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]
+(cos2 (ϕ) − sin2 (ϕ))[|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |]
= −sin(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]
+cos(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |]

(A2)

From Eq. (A1) and Eq. (A2),
[
]
[
][
]
Cϕ
|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |
cos(2ϕ) sin(2ϕ) |x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |
−→
|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |
−sin(2ϕ) cos(2ϕ) |x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |
= Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |]
Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |], is invariant with respect to Cϕ . Where
Qx and Qy represent the x and y components of either e2g or e2u mode. Under inversion
operator (|x1 ⟩, |y1 ⟩) and (Qx , Qy ) transform as (|x1 ⟩, |y1 ⟩) and (±Qx , ±Qy ). To make
the function Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |] invariant with respect to
inversion, (Qx , Qy ) should transform as (Qx , Qy ) and hence the normal mode is a gerade
e2g representation. Similarly, this function can be shown to invariant with respect to the
operations C2′ and C2′′ .
Considering the symmetry invariance with respect to the operations given above, the
E1g JT coupling matrix for the e2g vibrational mode is given by
(
)
λQx λQy
JT
He2g =
λQy −λQx

Cϕ

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | −→ [cos2 (ϕ) + sin2 (ϕ)][|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]
= [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |]

(A3)

Cϕ

|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | −→ [cos2 (ϕ) + sin2 (ϕ)][|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |]
= [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |]

(A4)

It can be proved that Qa1g [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x1 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y1 |] and Qa1u [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y1 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨x1 |] are invariant
with respect to all symmetry operations of D6 point group. The E1g JT coupling matrix
for the a1g and a1u vibrational modes is given by
(
HaJT1g &a1u
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=

κQa1g βQa1u
−βQa1u κQa1g

)

6.8 Appendix: Symmetry analysis of E1g − E1u JT and PJT Hamiltonian
The hermitian property of Hamiltonian requires
H12
βQa1u
βQa1u
2βQa1u
β

=
=
=
=
=

∗
H21
(−βQa1u )∗
−βQa1u since the Hamiltonian is real
0
0 since Qa1u ̸= 0

Similarly the JT hamiltonian for E1u can also be deduced from the symmetry properties. Now we proceed to deduce the E1g -E1u PJT coupling matrix.

Cϕ

[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |] −→ [cos2 (ϕ) − sin2 (ϕ)][|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
+(2cos(ϕ)sin(ϕ))[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
= cos(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
+sin(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]

(A5)

Cϕ

|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | −→ −2cos(ϕ)sin(ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
+(cos2 (ϕ) − sin2 (ϕ))[|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]
= −sin(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
+cos(2ϕ)[|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]

(A6)

From Eq. (A5) and Eq. (A6),
]
][
[
]
[
Cϕ
cos(2ϕ) sin(2ϕ) |x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |
|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |
−→
−sin(2ϕ) cos(2ϕ) |x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |
|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |
= Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]
Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |−|y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]+Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |+|y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |], is invariant with respect to Cϕ . Where
Qx and Qy represent the x and y components of the e2u mode.
Now a C2′ rotation transforms (|x1 ⟩ , |y1 ⟩), (|x2 ⟩ , |y2 ⟩) and (Qx , Qy ) to (− |x1 ⟩ , |y1 ⟩),
(|x2 ⟩ , − |y2 ⟩) and (−Qx , Qy ), respectively. Therefore,
C′

2
Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |] −→
(−Qx )[(− |x1 ⟩) ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ (− ⟨y2 |)]
+Qy [(− |x1 ⟩)(− ⟨y2 |) + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]
= Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩

is also invariant with respect to C2′ rotation.
Similarly a C2′′ rotation transforms (|x1 ⟩ , |y1 ⟩), (|x2 ⟩ , |y2 ⟩) and (Qx , Qy ) to (|x1 ⟩ , − |y1 ⟩),
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(− |x2 ⟩ , |y2 ⟩) and (−Qx , Qy ), respectively. and
C ′′

2
Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |] −→
(−Qx )[|x1 ⟩ (− ⟨x2 |) − (− |y1 ⟩) ⟨y2 |]
+Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + (− |y1 ⟩)(− ⟨x2 |)]
= Qx [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | − |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |] + Qy [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]

is invariant with respect to C2′′ rotation also.
Considering the symmetry invariance with respect to the operations given above the
E1g − E1u PJT coupling matrix for the e2u vibrational mode is given by

HeP2uJT

 x

EE1g
0
λQx λQy
 0
EEy 1g λQy −λQx 

=
 λQx λQy E x

0
E1u
y
λQy −λQx
0
EE1u

The PJT coupling matrix for the a2u mode can be derived similarly as follows.
Cϕ

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | −→ [cos2 (ϕ) + sin2 (ϕ)][|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
= [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]
|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |

E

−
→

(A7)

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |

Cϕ

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 | −−−−→ |x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |
ϕ=6,3,2

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |

C′

2
−→

C2′′

− |x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ (− ⟨y2 |) = −[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |

−→

−[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]

|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |

i

−[|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]

−
→

The characters of the a2u mode are (1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1) for (E, C6 , C3 , C2 , C2′ , C2′′ , i)
operations in the D6h symmetry point group. Thus [|x1 ⟩ ⟨x2 | + |y1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |]Qa2u is invariant
with respect to all symmetry operations of the D6h point group. Similarly, it can be
trivially shown that [|x1 ⟩ ⟨y2 |−|y1 ⟩ ⟨x2 |]Qa1u is invariant with respect to all the symmetry
operations of the D6h point group. The PJT coupling Hamiltonian for the a2u and a1u
vibrational modes is therefore given by
 x

EE1g
0
λ′ Qa2u λ′′ Qa1u
 0
EEy 1g
−λ′′ Qa1u λ′ Qa2u 

(A8)
HaP2uJT,a1u = 
 λ′ Qa
−λ′′ Qa
Ex
0 
2u

λ′′ Qa1u

1u

λ′ Qa2u

E1u

0

EEy 1u

We mention that analysis of the ab initio electronic structure data reveal that the E1g E1u PJT coupling is not relevant for HFBz.
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